
Q

A

We’ve just arrived in Japan. 
How can we buy railway 
tickets for a long-distance ride? 

You may need to board a special express if you intend to travel a long 
distance by rail. You can purchase express tickets at the ticket office in 
most train stations. (JR ticket offices have a recognizable green motif, 
and are called midori no madoguchi—“green windows.”) If you are 

or from a travel agent.

Q
A

Is there someplace I can get English guidance 

translators are always on hand to assist foreign guests. Please feel 
free to visit the following Tourism Associations to be available in foreign 
language pamphlets.

Q
A

What should I do if I get sick in Japan?

http://amda-imic.com/modules/activity/index.php?content_id=13
AMDA International Medical Information Center

Tokyo Center TEL.03-5285-8088

If you are here on a tour, speak with your tour guide or contact the tour 
company in accordance with their contact policy. If you are someone 
tasked with helping a foreigner—for example, if you are a health-care 
professional, an employer of foreigners, or a staff member at local 
government support agency—feel free to call the Association of 

on your own through Japan.

Every day
Mon, Wed, Fri

Wednesday
Thursday

  9:00-17:00
  9:00-17:00
13:00-17:00
13:00-17:00

Portuguese
Filipino

Vietnamese

Day Hours Available Languages

Contact

POWER RESORT. NIKKO

Nikk  Tourism Help Guide
Feel free to contact us if you have travel-related problems or questions. 
We are ready with information about sightseeing routes, hot springs, 
eateries, and out-of-the-way places. We are here to serve.

If you need guidance while traveling in Japan…

Free “Strolling NIKKO” 
sightseeing and navigation 
app runs on smartphones 
and tablets. Use QR code 
to obtain free download!

android ios

Taira-family Food
Enjoy local river fish, local game 
(deer, bear, and Asian salamander), 
carefully cooked over a sunken 
hearth. 

Land of mountain spirits

Deep in the mountains!

Mountain Resort Area

Heike Village
This exhibit illustrates the lifestyle of the Taira clan after their defeat by the 
Minamotos. It includes statuary of priest Kiyomori and the famous clan member 
Atsumori, images of youth going out to battle Ichinotani, and more. 

Kawamata Onsen
Situated upstream of the Lake Kawamata, the onsen is set amidst mountains, 
with its waters flowing through vertical rock faces and around large rocks. Enjoy 
a secluded soak while looking out at the stunning natural scene around you. 

Yasuragi-no-Mori Nature Park
Located in a deep green virgin forest, 
the park includes a campground and 
a “four-seasons” nature center. A 
great place to rest and reestablish 
your bond with Nature. 

Kinu–numa 

Geysers 

Local Dishes

Amphibious Bus (Yunishikawa)
Take this unusual bus for a ride on 
the river, and visit the (otherwise 
inaccessible) machinery and facilities 
inside the dam. 

N
ature

A high moor (marsh), at an altitude of 
about 2,040 meters (6,692 ft), with its own 
very distinctive vegetation. 

A major attraction at the Kawamata 
Onsen, the geyser erupts from the floor of 
the value once every 40 to 50 minutes. 
View the scene from the observation deck 
or from a bridge above the eruption.  

A beautiful ravine about 2-km (1¼) wide. 

Enjoy terrific views from the observation 
deck or the delightful suspension bridge.Activities

H
ot Springs

H
istory

Hundreds of snow houses 
(kamakura) are built and 
illuminated during this 
distinctive winter festival, which 
runs for almost three months, 
from January to March. Other 
events include sleigh riding 
and barbecues. 

Yunishikawa Onsen
■Foreign Exchange Rates (2014/10/24)
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POWER RESORT. NIKKO

Yunishikawa, Kawamata, 
Okukinu

Walk along the world’s longest 
tree-lined road, for a trip 
through old Japan.

Soba

Local Dishes
N

ature

Learn about the long history of 
the Ashio Copper Mine, and experience 
the splendor of the valley. 

N
ature

H
istory
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Visitors here in spring or early summer can observe many different 
plants in full bloom, including: Rhododendrons, mountain cherries, 
yamatsutsuji (azalea-like mountain plant), dogtooth violets, 

plateaus that extend to the base of the mountains, and the wonderful lakes—

great water and air, and its great hot 

offers more than excellent bath water; you 
also get the great views of mountain 
streams, and plenty of entertainment 

as a favored health spot since times of 

strong feelings as the place where the 

a future visit, keep in mind that you’ll 
enjoy your stay even more if you study up 
a little on the area, and learn some 

recommend at least two or three days, to give yourself enough time to visit and 

Maple

Japanese Cherry

KingfisherJapanese bush warbler

Contributor:
Hong Ja Kim (South Korea)

Contributor:
Zi Ling Nagashima (Taiwan) 

Contributor:
Nuan Xia Wang (China) 

Contributor:
Wynette Terpstra (USA)

favored by char, inland salmon, and 

home to many different varieties: inland 
sockeye salmon, rainbow trout, trout,  

Kawamata, among others, are stocked 

Inland sockeye salmon

Char
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together with its varied topologies and environments, support many 

take time to go out and commune with the multitude of life forms 

POWER
RESORT.
NIKKO

English edition

All-you-can-eat strawberries
Winter tochiotome strawberries are 
available from late December. These 
very high-class strawberries from 
Tochigi Prefecture are widely 
celebrated.

Theme Parks

Home to divinities of water and 
clear streams

Enjoy theme parks, river areas, 
and hot springs.

Kinugawa and Kawaji 
Rivers, Hot Springs, and Theme Parks

EDO WONDERLAND

Distinctive recreation of life in an Edo 
town. After entering through a checkpoint 
gate, you can walk through town streets, 
an inn area, a business area, samurai 
residences, and more. Along the way you 
will meet Edo townspeople, feudal lords, 
princesses, and ninja. 

A miniature park with more than one 

well-known buildings and historic relics. 
Populated with about 140,000 “miniature 
people.” 

Kinugawa Onsen

living room,” this onsen area draws 
more than 2 million tourists each year. 

area, receiving day trips from 
Japanese lords (daimyo) and priests.

Kawaji Onsen
Famous onsen situated near the merging 
of the Kinugawa and Ojikagawa Rivers, 
whose waters are said to heal wounds 
and burns, respectively. The town area 
hosts the Onade rock—a sexually 
suggestive stone said to promote fertility 
and easy childbirth. 

Kinugawa River Boat Rides 
The boatman skillfully 
steers the riverboat 
through the gorge, as you 
look out at bizarre rock 
formations. Or try rafting 
down the river for even 
more thrills.

Kinugawa River Rafting
You row together with your guide 
through beautiful natural 
surroundings!

Kinugawa River Canoeing
Safe and enjoyable for everyone, 
from little to kids to senior citizens.

A welcoming event held on 
autumn evenings, with the 
onsen area adorned with 
lights and flowers.
 (September) 
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between two intermountain hot springs: Kawaji 
Onsen and Kinugawa Onsen. This beautiful scene 
was formed about 22 million years ago as the flow 
of the Kinugawa River wore away volcanic rock 
that had been thrown up by undersea eruptions. 

the Kinugawa River. Walkers on the 
bridge enjoy a wonderful view of the 

green mountains. 

Tateiwa Suspension Bridge
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Quick Travel Information

Kinugawa and Kawaji
Yunishikawa, Kawamata, Okukinu

Imaichi

Ashio
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Inland sockeye salmon
If you’re going to eat in 

Inland sockeye salmon

Wetlands Recognized Under the Ramsar Convention

Home of lake, waterfall, and wetland 
deities

Large lakes, wetlands, beautiful 
waterfalls, fishing, winter skiing…!

Nature Resort Area

Yutaki Waterfall

Kegon Falls

Lake Yunoko

Let’s Eat! Lo
ca
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s

Hiking Trout Fishing in Lake Yunoko and the Yukawa River
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Odashirogahara Marshland

Quick Travel Information
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World Cultural Treasure

One of numerous shrines that enshrine Tokugawa 
Ieyasu, first Shogun of the Edo Shogunate. The 

Japanese peace. (Now undergoing renovation 

shrines in the quiet of the evening, and 

(Now undergoing renovation work projected 

The Futarasan Shrine is dedicated to the three 

（Sacred 
） is part of the shrine, and retains its 

Shogun of the Tokugawa Shogunate. There are 

the magnificent Nitenmon Gate, and then 

Shrines are host to many 
seasonal celebrations

coming of Spring. The main event is a 

eight from the east community and five 
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Feel the Shogun Spirit. 

World Heritage Resort Area

Nikko
Home to divinities of water and clear streams

Rivers, Hot Springs, and Theme Parks

Kinugawa and Kawaji

Land of mountain spirits

Mountain Resort Area

Yunishikawa, Kawamata, Okukinu

Home of lake, waterfall, and wetland deities

Nature Resort Area

OkunikkoImaichi
Giant old trees & the spirit of renewal

Suginamiki Road Resort Area

Ashio
Where mountain gods shake the earth.

Ravine Resort Area
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Q

A

We’ve just arrived in Japan. 
How can we buy railway 
tickets for a long-distance ride? 

You may need to board a special express if you intend to travel a long 
distance by rail. You can purchase express tickets at the ticket office in 
most train stations. (JR ticket offices have a recognizable green motif, 
and are called midori no madoguchi—“green windows.”) If you are 

or from a travel agent.

Q
A

Is there someplace I can get English guidance 

translators are always on hand to assist foreign guests. Please feel 
free to visit the following Tourism Associations to be available in foreign 
language pamphlets.

Q
A

What should I do if I get sick in Japan?

http://amda-imic.com/modules/activity/index.php?content_id=13
AMDA International Medical Information Center

Tokyo Center TEL.03-5285-8088

If you are here on a tour, speak with your tour guide or contact the tour 
company in accordance with their contact policy. If you are someone 
tasked with helping a foreigner—for example, if you are a health-care 
professional, an employer of foreigners, or a staff member at local 
government support agency—feel free to call the Association of 

on your own through Japan.

Every day
Mon, Wed, Fri

Wednesday
Thursday

  9:00-17:00
  9:00-17:00
13:00-17:00
13:00-17:00

Portuguese
Filipino

Vietnamese

DayHoursAvailable Languages

Contact

POWER RESORT. NIKKO

Nikk Tourism Help Guide Feel free to contact us if you have travel-related problems or questions. 
We are ready with information about sightseeing routes, hot springs, 
eateries, and out-of-the-way places. We are here to serve.

If you need guidance while traveling in Japan…

Free “Strolling NIKKO” 
sightseeing and navigation 
app runs on smartphones 
and tablets. Use QR code 
to obtain free download!

androidios

Taira-family Food
Enjoy local river fish, local game 
(deer, bear, and Asian salamander), 
carefully cooked over a sunken 
hearth. 

Land of mountain spirits

Deep in the mountains!

Mountain Resort Area

Heike Village
This exhibit illustrates the lifestyle of the Taira clan after their defeat by the 
Minamotos. It includes statuary of priest Kiyomori and the famous clan member 
Atsumori, images of youth going out to battle Ichinotani, and more. 

Kawamata Onsen
Situated upstream of the Lake Kawamata, the onsen is set amidst mountains, 
with its waters flowing through vertical rock faces and around large rocks. Enjoy 
a secluded soak while looking out at the stunning natural scene around you. 

Yasuragi-no-Mori Nature Park
Located in a deep green virgin forest, 
the park includes a campground and 
a “four-seasons” nature center. A 
great place to rest and reestablish 
your bond with Nature. 

Kinu–numa 

Geysers 
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Amphibious Bus (Yunishikawa)
Take this unusual bus for a ride on 
the river, and visit the (otherwise 
inaccessible) machinery and facilities 
inside the dam. 

N
at
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A high moor (marsh), at an altitude of 
about 2,040 meters (6,692 ft), with its own 
very distinctive vegetation. 

A major attraction at the Kawamata 
Onsen, the geyser erupts from the floor of 
the value once every 40 to 50 minutes. 
View the scene from the observation deck 
or from a bridge above the eruption.  

A beautiful ravine about 2-km (1¼) wide. 

Enjoy terrific views from the observation 
deck or the delightful suspension bridge.
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Hundreds of snow houses 
(kamakura) are built and 
illuminated during this 
distinctive winter festival, which 
runs for almost three months, 
from January to March. Other 
events include sleigh riding 
and barbecues. 

Yunishikawa Onsen
■Foreign Exchange Rates (2014/10/24)

US Dollar  (USD US$)  
Euro Members, Euro (EUR €)  

Korean Won (KRW)
Hong Kong dollar (HKD  HK$)
Singapore Dollar (SGD)
China Yuan (CNY ￥) 
Taiwan New Dollar (TWD) 

110.83
140.74
185.25

11.7
16.36
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4.05
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Yunishikawa, Kawamata, 
Okukinu

Walk along the world’s longest 
tree-lined road, for a trip 
through old Japan.
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Learn about the long history of 
the Ashio Copper Mine, and experience 
the splendor of the valley. 
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Visitors here in spring or early summer can observe many different 
plants in full bloom, including: Rhododendrons, mountain cherries, 
yamatsutsuji (azalea-like mountain plant), dogtooth violets, 

plateaus that extend to the base of the mountains, and the wonderful lakes—

great water and air, and its great hot 

offers more than excellent bath water; you 
also get the great views of mountain 
streams, and plenty of entertainment 

as a favored health spot since times of 

strong feelings as the place where the 

a future visit, keep in mind that you’ll 
enjoy your stay even more if you study up 
a little on the area, and learn some 

recommend at least two or three days, to give yourself enough time to visit and 

Maple

Japanese Cherry

Kingfisher Japanese bush warbler

Contributor:
Hong Ja Kim (South Korea)

Contributor:
Zi Ling Nagashima (Taiwan) 

Contributor:
Nuan Xia Wang (China) 

Contributor:
Wynette Terpstra (USA)

favored by char, inland salmon, and 

home to many different varieties: inland 
sockeye salmon, rainbow trout, trout,  

Kawamata, among others, are stocked 

Inland sockeye salmon

Char
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together with its varied topologies and environments, support many 

take time to go out and commune with the multitude of life forms POWER
RESORT.
NIKKO

English edition

All-you-can-eat strawberries
Winter tochiotome strawberries are 
available from late December. These 
very high-class strawberries from 
Tochigi Prefecture are widely 
celebrated.

Theme Parks

Home to divinities of water and 
clear streams

Enjoy theme parks, river areas, 
and hot springs.

Kinugawa and Kawaji 
Rivers, Hot Springs, and Theme Parks

EDO WONDERLAND

Distinctive recreation of life in an Edo 
town. After entering through a checkpoint 
gate, you can walk through town streets, 
an inn area, a business area, samurai 
residences, and more. Along the way you 
will meet Edo townspeople, feudal lords, 
princesses, and ninja. 

A miniature park with more than one 

well-known buildings and historic relics. 
Populated with about 140,000 “miniature 
people.” 

Kinugawa Onsen

living room,” this onsen area draws 
more than 2 million tourists each year. 

area, receiving day trips from 
Japanese lords (daimyo) and priests.

Kawaji Onsen
Famous onsen situated near the merging 
of the Kinugawa and Ojikagawa Rivers, 
whose waters are said to heal wounds 
and burns, respectively. The town area 
hosts the Onade rock—a sexually 
suggestive stone said to promote fertility 
and easy childbirth. 

Kinugawa River Boat Rides 
The boatman skillfully 
steers the riverboat 
through the gorge, as you 
look out at bizarre rock 
formations. Or try rafting 
down the river for even 
more thrills.

Kinugawa River Rafting
You row together with your guide 
through beautiful natural 
surroundings!

Kinugawa River Canoeing
Safe and enjoyable for everyone, 
from little to kids to senior citizens.

A welcoming event held on 
autumn evenings, with the 
onsen area adorned with 
lights and flowers.
 (September) 

Garden

N
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Activities

between two intermountain hot springs: Kawaji 
Onsen and Kinugawa Onsen. This beautiful scene 
was formed about 22 million years ago as the flow 
of the Kinugawa River wore away volcanic rock 
that had been thrown up by undersea eruptions. 

the Kinugawa River. Walkers on the 
bridge enjoy a wonderful view of the 

green mountains. 

Tateiwa Suspension Bridge
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Inland sockeye salmon
If you’re going to eat in 

Inland sockeye salmon

Wetlands Recognized Under the Ramsar Convention

Home of lake, waterfall, and wetland 
deities

Large lakes, wetlands, beautiful 
waterfalls, fishing, winter skiing…!

Nature Resort Area

Yutaki Waterfall

Kegon Falls

Lake Yunoko

Let’s Eat!Lo
cal D
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HikingTrout Fishing in Lake Yunoko and the Yukawa River
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Odashirogahara Marshland

Quick Travel Information
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World Cultural Treasure

One of numerous shrines that enshrine Tokugawa 
Ieyasu, first Shogun of the Edo Shogunate. The 

Japanese peace. (Now undergoing renovation 

shrines in the quiet of the evening, and 

(Now undergoing renovation work projected 

The Futarasan Shrine is dedicated to the three 

（Sacred 
） is part of the shrine, and retains its 

Shogun of the Tokugawa Shogunate. There are 

the magnificent Nitenmon Gate, and then 

Shrines are host to many 
seasonal celebrations

coming of Spring. The main event is a 

eight from the east community and five 
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Feel the Shogun Spirit. 

World Heritage Resort Area

Nikko
Home to divinities of water and clear streams

Rivers, Hot Springs, and Theme Parks

Kinugawa and Kawaji

Land of mountain spirits

Mountain Resort Area

Yunishikawa, Kawamata, Okukinu

Home of lake, waterfall, and wetland deities

Nature Resort Area

Okunikko Imaichi
Giant old trees & the spirit of renewal

Suginamiki Road Resort Area

Ashio
Where mountain gods shake the earth.

Ravine Resort Area
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Q

A

We’ve just arrived in Japan. 
How can we buy railway 
tickets for a long-distance ride? 

You may need to board a special express if you intend to travel a long 
distance by rail. You can purchase express tickets at the ticket office in 
most train stations. (JR ticket offices have a recognizable green motif, 
and are called midori no madoguchi—“green windows.”) If you are 

or from a travel agent.

Q
A

Is there someplace I can get English guidance 

translators are always on hand to assist foreign guests. Please feel 
free to visit the following Tourism Associations to be available in foreign 
language pamphlets.

Q
A

What should I do if I get sick in Japan?

http://amda-imic.com/modules/activity/index.php?content_id=13
AMDA International Medical Information Center

Tokyo Center TEL.03-5285-8088

If you are here on a tour, speak with your tour guide or contact the tour 
company in accordance with their contact policy. If you are someone 
tasked with helping a foreigner—for example, if you are a health-care 
professional, an employer of foreigners, or a staff member at local 
government support agency—feel free to call the Association of 

on your own through Japan.

Every day
Mon, Wed, Fri

Wednesday
Thursday

  9:00-17:00
  9:00-17:00
13:00-17:00
13:00-17:00

Portuguese
Filipino

Vietnamese

DayHoursAvailable Languages

Contact

POWER RESORT. NIKKO

Nikk Tourism Help Guide Feel free to contact us if you have travel-related problems or questions. 
We are ready with information about sightseeing routes, hot springs, 
eateries, and out-of-the-way places. We are here to serve.

If you need guidance while traveling in Japan…

Free “Strolling NIKKO” 
sightseeing and navigation 
app runs on smartphones 
and tablets. Use QR code 
to obtain free download!

androidios

Taira-family Food
Enjoy local river fish, local game 
(deer, bear, and Asian salamander), 
carefully cooked over a sunken 
hearth. 

Land of mountain spirits

Deep in the mountains!

Mountain Resort Area

Heike Village
This exhibit illustrates the lifestyle of the Taira clan after their defeat by the 
Minamotos. It includes statuary of priest Kiyomori and the famous clan member 
Atsumori, images of youth going out to battle Ichinotani, and more. 

Kawamata Onsen
Situated upstream of the Lake Kawamata, the onsen is set amidst mountains, 
with its waters flowing through vertical rock faces and around large rocks. Enjoy 
a secluded soak while looking out at the stunning natural scene around you. 

Yasuragi-no-Mori Nature Park
Located in a deep green virgin forest, 
the park includes a campground and 
a “four-seasons” nature center. A 
great place to rest and reestablish 
your bond with Nature. 

Kinu–numa 

Geysers 
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Amphibious Bus (Yunishikawa)
Take this unusual bus for a ride on 
the river, and visit the (otherwise 
inaccessible) machinery and facilities 
inside the dam. 

N
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A high moor (marsh), at an altitude of 
about 2,040 meters (6,692 ft), with its own 
very distinctive vegetation. 

A major attraction at the Kawamata 
Onsen, the geyser erupts from the floor of 
the value once every 40 to 50 minutes. 
View the scene from the observation deck 
or from a bridge above the eruption.  

A beautiful ravine about 2-km (1¼) wide. 

Enjoy terrific views from the observation 
deck or the delightful suspension bridge.
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Hundreds of snow houses 
(kamakura) are built and 
illuminated during this 
distinctive winter festival, which 
runs for almost three months, 
from January to March. Other 
events include sleigh riding 
and barbecues. 

Yunishikawa Onsen
■Foreign Exchange Rates (2014/10/24)

US Dollar  (USD US$)  
Euro Members, Euro (EUR €)  

Korean Won (KRW)
Hong Kong dollar (HKD  HK$)
Singapore Dollar (SGD)
China Yuan (CNY ￥) 
Taiwan New Dollar (TWD) 

110.83
140.74
185.25

11.7
16.36
90.51
19.34
4.05

106.87
135.04
168.95

105.03
132.74
161.25
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Yunishikawa, Kawamata, 
Okukinu

Walk along the world’s longest 
tree-lined road, for a trip 
through old Japan.
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Learn about the long history of 
the Ashio Copper Mine, and experience 
the splendor of the valley. 
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POWER RESORT. NIKKOPOWER RESORT. NIKKO

Visitors here in spring or early summer can observe many different 
plants in full bloom, including: Rhododendrons, mountain cherries, 
yamatsutsuji (azalea-like mountain plant), dogtooth violets, 

plateaus that extend to the base of the mountains, and the wonderful lakes—

great water and air, and its great hot 

offers more than excellent bath water; you 
also get the great views of mountain 
streams, and plenty of entertainment 

as a favored health spot since times of 

strong feelings as the place where the 

a future visit, keep in mind that you’ll 
enjoy your stay even more if you study up 
a little on the area, and learn some 

recommend at least two or three days, to give yourself enough time to visit and 

Maple

Japanese Cherry

Kingfisher Japanese bush warbler

Contributor:
Hong Ja Kim (South Korea)

Contributor:
Zi Ling Nagashima (Taiwan) 

Contributor:
Nuan Xia Wang (China) 

Contributor:
Wynette Terpstra (USA)

favored by char, inland salmon, and 

home to many different varieties: inland 
sockeye salmon, rainbow trout, trout,  

Kawamata, among others, are stocked 

Inland sockeye salmon

Char

POWER RESORT. NIKKOPOWER RESORT. NIKKO

together with its varied topologies and environments, support many 

take time to go out and commune with the multitude of life forms POWER
RESORT.
NIKKO

English edition

All-you-can-eat strawberries
Winter tochiotome strawberries are 
available from late December. These 
very high-class strawberries from 
Tochigi Prefecture are widely 
celebrated.

Theme Parks

Home to divinities of water and 
clear streams

Enjoy theme parks, river areas, 
and hot springs.

Kinugawa and Kawaji 
Rivers, Hot Springs, and Theme Parks

EDO WONDERLAND

Distinctive recreation of life in an Edo 
town. After entering through a checkpoint 
gate, you can walk through town streets, 
an inn area, a business area, samurai 
residences, and more. Along the way you 
will meet Edo townspeople, feudal lords, 
princesses, and ninja. 

A miniature park with more than one 

well-known buildings and historic relics. 
Populated with about 140,000 “miniature 
people.” 

Kinugawa Onsen

living room,” this onsen area draws 
more than 2 million tourists each year. 

area, receiving day trips from 
Japanese lords (daimyo) and priests.

Kawaji Onsen
Famous onsen situated near the merging 
of the Kinugawa and Ojikagawa Rivers, 
whose waters are said to heal wounds 
and burns, respectively. The town area 
hosts the Onade rock—a sexually 
suggestive stone said to promote fertility 
and easy childbirth. 

Kinugawa River Boat Rides 
The boatman skillfully 
steers the riverboat 
through the gorge, as you 
look out at bizarre rock 
formations. Or try rafting 
down the river for even 
more thrills.

Kinugawa River Rafting
You row together with your guide 
through beautiful natural 
surroundings!

Kinugawa River Canoeing
Safe and enjoyable for everyone, 
from little to kids to senior citizens.

A welcoming event held on 
autumn evenings, with the 
onsen area adorned with 
lights and flowers.
 (September) 

Garden

N
ature

Activities

between two intermountain hot springs: Kawaji 
Onsen and Kinugawa Onsen. This beautiful scene 
was formed about 22 million years ago as the flow 
of the Kinugawa River wore away volcanic rock 
that had been thrown up by undersea eruptions. 

the Kinugawa River. Walkers on the 
bridge enjoy a wonderful view of the 

green mountains. 

Tateiwa Suspension Bridge

Local Dishes
Activities

H
ot Springs

Quick Travel Information

Kinugawa and Kawaji
Yunishikawa, Kawamata, Okukinu

Imaichi

Ashio
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Inland sockeye salmon
If you’re going to eat in 

Inland sockeye salmon

Wetlands Recognized Under the Ramsar Convention

Home of lake, waterfall, and wetland 
deities

Large lakes, wetlands, beautiful 
waterfalls, fishing, winter skiing…!

Nature Resort Area

Yutaki Waterfall

Kegon Falls

Lake Yunoko

Let’s Eat!Lo
cal D

ishes

HikingTrout Fishing in Lake Yunoko and the Yukawa River

N
ature

A
ctivities

Odashirogahara Marshland

Quick Travel Information

★★★・・・
★★・・・・・
★・・・・・・・・

Okukinu
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World Cultural Treasure

One of numerous shrines that enshrine Tokugawa 
Ieyasu, first Shogun of the Edo Shogunate. The 

Japanese peace. (Now undergoing renovation 

shrines in the quiet of the evening, and 

(Now undergoing renovation work projected 

The Futarasan Shrine is dedicated to the three 

（Sacred 
） is part of the shrine, and retains its 

Shogun of the Tokugawa Shogunate. There are 

the magnificent Nitenmon Gate, and then 

Shrines are host to many 
seasonal celebrations

coming of Spring. The main event is a 

eight from the east community and five 

H
istory

Events
Local D

ishes

Kinugawa
Kawaji

Yunishikawa
Kawamata
Okukinu

Oku

Imaichi
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POWER RESORT.  NIKKO

Feel the Shogun Spirit. 

World Heritage Resort Area

Nikko
Home to divinities of water and clear streams

Rivers, Hot Springs, and Theme Parks

Kinugawa and Kawaji

Land of mountain spirits

Mountain Resort Area

Yunishikawa, Kawamata, Okukinu

Home of lake, waterfall, and wetland deities

Nature Resort Area

Okunikko Imaichi
Giant old trees & the spirit of renewal

Suginamiki Road Resort Area

Ashio
Where mountain gods shake the earth.

Ravine Resort Area
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Q

A

We’ve just arrived in Japan. 
How can we buy railway 
tickets for a long-distance ride? 

You may need to board a special express if you intend to travel a long 
distance by rail. You can purchase express tickets at the ticket office in 
most train stations. (JR ticket offices have a recognizable green motif, 
and are called midori no madoguchi—“green windows.”) If you are 

or from a travel agent.

Q
A

Is there someplace I can get English guidance 

translators are always on hand to assist foreign guests. Please feel 
free to visit the following Tourism Associations to be available in foreign 
language pamphlets.

Q
A

What should I do if I get sick in Japan?

http://amda-imic.com/modules/activity/index.php?content_id=13
AMDA International Medical Information Center

Tokyo Center TEL.03-5285-8088

If you are here on a tour, speak with your tour guide or contact the tour 
company in accordance with their contact policy. If you are someone 
tasked with helping a foreigner—for example, if you are a health-care 
professional, an employer of foreigners, or a staff member at local 
government support agency—feel free to call the Association of 

on your own through Japan.

Every day
Mon, Wed, Fri

Wednesday
Thursday

  9:00-17:00
  9:00-17:00
13:00-17:00
13:00-17:00

Portuguese
Filipino

Vietnamese

DayHoursAvailable Languages

Contact

POWER RESORT. NIKKO

Nikk Tourism Help Guide Feel free to contact us if you have travel-related problems or questions. 
We are ready with information about sightseeing routes, hot springs, 
eateries, and out-of-the-way places. We are here to serve.

If you need guidance while traveling in Japan…

Free “Strolling NIKKO” 
sightseeing and navigation 
app runs on smartphones 
and tablets. Use QR code 
to obtain free download!

androidios

Taira-family Food
Enjoy local river fish, local game 
(deer, bear, and Asian salamander), 
carefully cooked over a sunken 
hearth. 

Land of mountain spirits

Deep in the mountains!

Mountain Resort Area

Heike Village
This exhibit illustrates the lifestyle of the Taira clan after their defeat by the 
Minamotos. It includes statuary of priest Kiyomori and the famous clan member 
Atsumori, images of youth going out to battle Ichinotani, and more. 

Kawamata Onsen
Situated upstream of the Lake Kawamata, the onsen is set amidst mountains, 
with its waters flowing through vertical rock faces and around large rocks. Enjoy 
a secluded soak while looking out at the stunning natural scene around you. 

Yasuragi-no-Mori Nature Park
Located in a deep green virgin forest, 
the park includes a campground and 
a “four-seasons” nature center. A 
great place to rest and reestablish 
your bond with Nature. 

Kinu–numa 

Geysers 

Lo
ca

l D
ish

es

Amphibious Bus (Yunishikawa)
Take this unusual bus for a ride on 
the river, and visit the (otherwise 
inaccessible) machinery and facilities 
inside the dam. 

N
at

ur
e

A high moor (marsh), at an altitude of 
about 2,040 meters (6,692 ft), with its own 
very distinctive vegetation. 

A major attraction at the Kawamata 
Onsen, the geyser erupts from the floor of 
the value once every 40 to 50 minutes. 
View the scene from the observation deck 
or from a bridge above the eruption.  

A beautiful ravine about 2-km (1¼) wide. 

Enjoy terrific views from the observation 
deck or the delightful suspension bridge.
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Hundreds of snow houses 
(kamakura) are built and 
illuminated during this 
distinctive winter festival, which 
runs for almost three months, 
from January to March. Other 
events include sleigh riding 
and barbecues. 

Yunishikawa Onsen
■Foreign Exchange Rates (2014/10/24)

US Dollar  (USD US$)  
Euro Members, Euro (EUR €)  

Korean Won (KRW)
Hong Kong dollar (HKD  HK$)
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Yunishikawa, Kawamata, 
Okukinu

Walk along the world’s longest 
tree-lined road, for a trip 
through old Japan.
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Learn about the long history of 
the Ashio Copper Mine, and experience 
the splendor of the valley. 
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POWER RESORT. NIKKOPOWER RESORT. NIKKO

Visitors here in spring or early summer can observe many different 
plants in full bloom, including: Rhododendrons, mountain cherries, 
yamatsutsuji (azalea-like mountain plant), dogtooth violets, 

plateaus that extend to the base of the mountains, and the wonderful lakes—

great water and air, and its great hot 

offers more than excellent bath water; you 
also get the great views of mountain 
streams, and plenty of entertainment 

as a favored health spot since times of 

strong feelings as the place where the 

a future visit, keep in mind that you’ll 
enjoy your stay even more if you study up 
a little on the area, and learn some 

recommend at least two or three days, to give yourself enough time to visit and 

Maple

Japanese Cherry

Kingfisher Japanese bush warbler

Contributor:
Hong Ja Kim (South Korea)

Contributor:
Zi Ling Nagashima (Taiwan) 

Contributor:
Nuan Xia Wang (China) 

Contributor:
Wynette Terpstra (USA)

favored by char, inland salmon, and 

home to many different varieties: inland 
sockeye salmon, rainbow trout, trout,  

Kawamata, among others, are stocked 

Inland sockeye salmon

Char

POWER RESORT. NIKKOPOWER RESORT. NIKKO

together with its varied topologies and environments, support many 

take time to go out and commune with the multitude of life forms POWER
RESORT.
NIKKO

English edition

All-you-can-eat strawberries
Winter tochiotome strawberries are 
available from late December. These 
very high-class strawberries from 
Tochigi Prefecture are widely 
celebrated.

Theme Parks

Home to divinities of water and 
clear streams

Enjoy theme parks, river areas, 
and hot springs.

Kinugawa and Kawaji 
Rivers, Hot Springs, and Theme Parks

EDO WONDERLAND

Distinctive recreation of life in an Edo 
town. After entering through a checkpoint 
gate, you can walk through town streets, 
an inn area, a business area, samurai 
residences, and more. Along the way you 
will meet Edo townspeople, feudal lords, 
princesses, and ninja. 

A miniature park with more than one 

well-known buildings and historic relics. 
Populated with about 140,000 “miniature 
people.” 

Kinugawa Onsen

living room,” this onsen area draws 
more than 2 million tourists each year. 

area, receiving day trips from 
Japanese lords (daimyo) and priests.

Kawaji Onsen
Famous onsen situated near the merging 
of the Kinugawa and Ojikagawa Rivers, 
whose waters are said to heal wounds 
and burns, respectively. The town area 
hosts the Onade rock—a sexually 
suggestive stone said to promote fertility 
and easy childbirth. 

Kinugawa River Boat Rides 
The boatman skillfully 
steers the riverboat 
through the gorge, as you 
look out at bizarre rock 
formations. Or try rafting 
down the river for even 
more thrills.

Kinugawa River Rafting
You row together with your guide 
through beautiful natural 
surroundings!

Kinugawa River Canoeing
Safe and enjoyable for everyone, 
from little to kids to senior citizens.

A welcoming event held on 
autumn evenings, with the 
onsen area adorned with 
lights and flowers.
 (September) 

Garden

N
ature

Activities

between two intermountain hot springs: Kawaji 
Onsen and Kinugawa Onsen. This beautiful scene 
was formed about 22 million years ago as the flow 
of the Kinugawa River wore away volcanic rock 
that had been thrown up by undersea eruptions. 

the Kinugawa River. Walkers on the 
bridge enjoy a wonderful view of the 

green mountains. 

Tateiwa Suspension Bridge

Local Dishes
Activities

H
ot Springs

Quick Travel Information

Kinugawa and Kawaji
Yunishikawa, Kawamata, Okukinu

Imaichi

Ashio
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POWER RESORT. NIKKO

Inland sockeye salmon
If you’re going to eat in 

Inland sockeye salmon

Wetlands Recognized Under the Ramsar Convention

Home of lake, waterfall, and wetland 
deities

Large lakes, wetlands, beautiful 
waterfalls, fishing, winter skiing…!

Nature Resort Area

Yutaki Waterfall

Kegon Falls

Lake Yunoko

Let’s Eat!Lo
cal D

ishes

HikingTrout Fishing in Lake Yunoko and the Yukawa River

N
ature

A
ctivities

Odashirogahara Marshland

Quick Travel Information

★★★・・・
★★・・・・・
★・・・・・・・・

Okukinu
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World Cultural Treasure

One of numerous shrines that enshrine Tokugawa 
Ieyasu, first Shogun of the Edo Shogunate. The 

Japanese peace. (Now undergoing renovation 

shrines in the quiet of the evening, and 

(Now undergoing renovation work projected 

The Futarasan Shrine is dedicated to the three 

（Sacred 
） is part of the shrine, and retains its 

Shogun of the Tokugawa Shogunate. There are 

the magnificent Nitenmon Gate, and then 

Shrines are host to many 
seasonal celebrations

coming of Spring. The main event is a 

eight from the east community and five 

H
istory

Events
Local D

ishes

Kinugawa
Kawaji

Yunishikawa
Kawamata
Okukinu

Oku

Imaichi

POWER RESORT. NIKKO

POWER RESORT.  NIKKO

Feel the Shogun Spirit. 

World Heritage Resort Area

Nikko
Home to divinities of water and clear streams

Rivers, Hot Springs, and Theme Parks

Kinugawa and Kawaji

Land of mountain spirits

Mountain Resort Area

Yunishikawa, Kawamata, Okukinu

Home of lake, waterfall, and wetland deities

Nature Resort Area

Okunikko Imaichi
Giant old trees & the spirit of renewal

Suginamiki Road Resort Area

Ashio
Where mountain gods shake the earth.

Ravine Resort Area
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Q

A

We’ve just arrived in Japan. 
How can we buy railway 
tickets for a long-distance ride? 

You may need to board a special express if you intend to travel a long 
distance by rail. You can purchase express tickets at the ticket office in 
most train stations. (JR ticket offices have a recognizable green motif, 
and are called midori no madoguchi—“green windows.”) If you are 

or from a travel agent.

Q
A

Is there someplace I can get English guidance 

translators are always on hand to assist foreign guests. Please feel 
free to visit the following Tourism Associations to be available in foreign 
language pamphlets.

Q
A

What should I do if I get sick in Japan?

http://amda-imic.com/modules/activity/index.php?content_id=13
AMDA International Medical Information Center

Tokyo Center TEL.03-5285-8088

If you are here on a tour, speak with your tour guide or contact the tour 
company in accordance with their contact policy. If you are someone 
tasked with helping a foreigner—for example, if you are a health-care 
professional, an employer of foreigners, or a staff member at local 
government support agency—feel free to call the Association of 

on your own through Japan.

Every day
Mon, Wed, Fri

Wednesday
Thursday

  9:00-17:00
  9:00-17:00
13:00-17:00
13:00-17:00

Portuguese
Filipino

Vietnamese

DayHoursAvailable Languages

Contact

POWER RESORT. NIKKO

Nikk Tourism Help Guide Feel free to contact us if you have travel-related problems or questions. 
We are ready with information about sightseeing routes, hot springs, 
eateries, and out-of-the-way places. We are here to serve.

If you need guidance while traveling in Japan…

Free “Strolling NIKKO” 
sightseeing and navigation 
app runs on smartphones 
and tablets. Use QR code 
to obtain free download!

androidios

Taira-family Food
Enjoy local river fish, local game 
(deer, bear, and Asian salamander), 
carefully cooked over a sunken 
hearth. 

Land of mountain spirits

Deep in the mountains!

Mountain Resort Area

Heike Village
This exhibit illustrates the lifestyle of the Taira clan after their defeat by the 
Minamotos. It includes statuary of priest Kiyomori and the famous clan member 
Atsumori, images of youth going out to battle Ichinotani, and more. 

Kawamata Onsen
Situated upstream of the Lake Kawamata, the onsen is set amidst mountains, 
with its waters flowing through vertical rock faces and around large rocks. Enjoy 
a secluded soak while looking out at the stunning natural scene around you. 

Yasuragi-no-Mori Nature Park
Located in a deep green virgin forest, 
the park includes a campground and 
a “four-seasons” nature center. A 
great place to rest and reestablish 
your bond with Nature. 

Kinu–numa 

Geysers 

Lo
ca

l D
ish

es

Amphibious Bus (Yunishikawa)
Take this unusual bus for a ride on 
the river, and visit the (otherwise 
inaccessible) machinery and facilities 
inside the dam. 

N
at

ur
e

A high moor (marsh), at an altitude of 
about 2,040 meters (6,692 ft), with its own 
very distinctive vegetation. 

A major attraction at the Kawamata 
Onsen, the geyser erupts from the floor of 
the value once every 40 to 50 minutes. 
View the scene from the observation deck 
or from a bridge above the eruption.  

A beautiful ravine about 2-km (1¼) wide. 

Enjoy terrific views from the observation 
deck or the delightful suspension bridge.
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Hundreds of snow houses 
(kamakura) are built and 
illuminated during this 
distinctive winter festival, which 
runs for almost three months, 
from January to March. Other 
events include sleigh riding 
and barbecues. 

Yunishikawa Onsen
■Foreign Exchange Rates (2014/10/24)

US Dollar  (USD US$)  
Euro Members, Euro (EUR €)  

Korean Won (KRW)
Hong Kong dollar (HKD  HK$)
Singapore Dollar (SGD)
China Yuan (CNY ￥) 
Taiwan New Dollar (TWD) 

110.83
140.74
185.25

11.7
16.36
90.51
19.34
4.05
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135.04
168.95
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161.25
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Yunishikawa, Kawamata, 
Okukinu

Walk along the world’s longest 
tree-lined road, for a trip 
through old Japan.
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Learn about the long history of 
the Ashio Copper Mine, and experience 
the splendor of the valley. 
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POWER RESORT. NIKKOPOWER RESORT. NIKKO

Visitors here in spring or early summer can observe many different 
plants in full bloom, including: Rhododendrons, mountain cherries, 
yamatsutsuji (azalea-like mountain plant), dogtooth violets, 

plateaus that extend to the base of the mountains, and the wonderful lakes—

great water and air, and its great hot 

offers more than excellent bath water; you 
also get the great views of mountain 
streams, and plenty of entertainment 

as a favored health spot since times of 

strong feelings as the place where the 

a future visit, keep in mind that you’ll 
enjoy your stay even more if you study up 
a little on the area, and learn some 

recommend at least two or three days, to give yourself enough time to visit and 

Maple

Japanese Cherry

Kingfisher Japanese bush warbler

Contributor:
Hong Ja Kim (South Korea)

Contributor:
Zi Ling Nagashima (Taiwan) 

Contributor:
Nuan Xia Wang (China) 

Contributor:
Wynette Terpstra (USA)

favored by char, inland salmon, and 

home to many different varieties: inland 
sockeye salmon, rainbow trout, trout,  

Kawamata, among others, are stocked 

Inland sockeye salmon

Char

POWER RESORT. NIKKOPOWER RESORT. NIKKO

together with its varied topologies and environments, support many 

take time to go out and commune with the multitude of life forms POWER
RESORT.
NIKKO

English edition

All-you-can-eat strawberries
Winter tochiotome strawberries are 
available from late December. These 
very high-class strawberries from 
Tochigi Prefecture are widely 
celebrated.

Theme Parks

Home to divinities of water and 
clear streams

Enjoy theme parks, river areas, 
and hot springs.

Kinugawa and Kawaji 
Rivers, Hot Springs, and Theme Parks

EDO WONDERLAND

Distinctive recreation of life in an Edo 
town. After entering through a checkpoint 
gate, you can walk through town streets, 
an inn area, a business area, samurai 
residences, and more. Along the way you 
will meet Edo townspeople, feudal lords, 
princesses, and ninja. 

A miniature park with more than one 

well-known buildings and historic relics. 
Populated with about 140,000 “miniature 
people.” 

Kinugawa Onsen

living room,” this onsen area draws 
more than 2 million tourists each year. 

area, receiving day trips from 
Japanese lords (daimyo) and priests.

Kawaji Onsen
Famous onsen situated near the merging 
of the Kinugawa and Ojikagawa Rivers, 
whose waters are said to heal wounds 
and burns, respectively. The town area 
hosts the Onade rock—a sexually 
suggestive stone said to promote fertility 
and easy childbirth. 

Kinugawa River Boat Rides 
The boatman skillfully 
steers the riverboat 
through the gorge, as you 
look out at bizarre rock 
formations. Or try rafting 
down the river for even 
more thrills.

Kinugawa River Rafting
You row together with your guide 
through beautiful natural 
surroundings!

Kinugawa River Canoeing
Safe and enjoyable for everyone, 
from little to kids to senior citizens.

A welcoming event held on 
autumn evenings, with the 
onsen area adorned with 
lights and flowers.
 (September) 
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Activities

between two intermountain hot springs: Kawaji 
Onsen and Kinugawa Onsen. This beautiful scene 
was formed about 22 million years ago as the flow 
of the Kinugawa River wore away volcanic rock 
that had been thrown up by undersea eruptions. 

the Kinugawa River. Walkers on the 
bridge enjoy a wonderful view of the 

green mountains. 

Tateiwa Suspension Bridge

Local Dishes
Activities

H
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Inland sockeye salmon
If you’re going to eat in 

Inland sockeye salmon

Wetlands Recognized Under the Ramsar Convention

Home of lake, waterfall, and wetland 
deities

Large lakes, wetlands, beautiful 
waterfalls, fishing, winter skiing…!

Nature Resort Area

Yutaki Waterfall

Kegon Falls

Lake Yunoko

Let’s Eat!Lo
cal D

ishes

HikingTrout Fishing in Lake Yunoko and the Yukawa River

N
ature

A
ctivities

Odashirogahara Marshland

Quick Travel Information
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World Cultural Treasure

One of numerous shrines that enshrine Tokugawa 
Ieyasu, first Shogun of the Edo Shogunate. The 

Japanese peace. (Now undergoing renovation 

shrines in the quiet of the evening, and 

(Now undergoing renovation work projected 

The Futarasan Shrine is dedicated to the three 

（Sacred 
） is part of the shrine, and retains its 

Shogun of the Tokugawa Shogunate. There are 

the magnificent Nitenmon Gate, and then 

Shrines are host to many 
seasonal celebrations

coming of Spring. The main event is a 

eight from the east community and five 

H
istory

Events
Local D

ishes

Kinugawa
Kawaji

Yunishikawa
Kawamata
Okukinu

Oku

Imaichi
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Feel the Shogun Spirit. 

World Heritage Resort Area

Nikko
Home to divinities of water and clear streams

Rivers, Hot Springs, and Theme Parks

Kinugawa and Kawaji

Land of mountain spirits

Mountain Resort Area

Yunishikawa, Kawamata, Okukinu

Home of lake, waterfall, and wetland deities

Nature Resort Area

Okunikko Imaichi
Giant old trees & the spirit of renewal

Suginamiki Road Resort Area

Ashio
Where mountain gods shake the earth.

Ravine Resort Area
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Q

A

We’ve just arrived in Japan. 
How can we buy railway 
tickets for a long-distance ride? 

You may need to board a special express if you intend to travel a long 
distance by rail. You can purchase express tickets at the ticket office in 
most train stations. (JR ticket offices have a recognizable green motif, 
and are called midori no madoguchi—“green windows.”) If you are 

or from a travel agent.

Q
A

Is there someplace I can get English guidance 

translators are always on hand to assist foreign guests. Please feel 
free to visit the following Tourism Associations to be available in foreign 
language pamphlets.

Q
A

What should I do if I get sick in Japan?

http://amda-imic.com/modules/activity/index.php?content_id=13
AMDA International Medical Information Center

Tokyo Center TEL.03-5285-8088

If you are here on a tour, speak with your tour guide or contact the tour 
company in accordance with their contact policy. If you are someone 
tasked with helping a foreigner—for example, if you are a health-care 
professional, an employer of foreigners, or a staff member at local 
government support agency—feel free to call the Association of 

on your own through Japan.

Every day
Mon, Wed, Fri

Wednesday
Thursday

  9:00-17:00
  9:00-17:00
13:00-17:00
13:00-17:00

Portuguese
Filipino

Vietnamese

Day Hours Available Languages

Contact

POWER RESORT. NIKKO

Nikk  Tourism Help Guide
Feel free to contact us if you have travel-related problems or questions. 
We are ready with information about sightseeing routes, hot springs, 
eateries, and out-of-the-way places. We are here to serve.

If you need guidance while traveling in Japan…

Free “Strolling NIKKO” 
sightseeing and navigation 
app runs on smartphones 
and tablets. Use QR code 
to obtain free download!

android ios

Taira-family Food
Enjoy local river fish, local game 
(deer, bear, and Asian salamander), 
carefully cooked over a sunken 
hearth. 

Land of mountain spirits

Deep in the mountains!

Mountain Resort Area

Heike Village
This exhibit illustrates the lifestyle of the Taira clan after their defeat by the 
Minamotos. It includes statuary of priest Kiyomori and the famous clan member 
Atsumori, images of youth going out to battle Ichinotani, and more. 

Kawamata Onsen
Situated upstream of the Lake Kawamata, the onsen is set amidst mountains, 
with its waters flowing through vertical rock faces and around large rocks. Enjoy 
a secluded soak while looking out at the stunning natural scene around you. 

Yasuragi-no-Mori Nature Park
Located in a deep green virgin forest, 
the park includes a campground and 
a “four-seasons” nature center. A 
great place to rest and reestablish 
your bond with Nature. 

Kinu–numa 

Geysers 

Local Dishes

Amphibious Bus (Yunishikawa)
Take this unusual bus for a ride on 
the river, and visit the (otherwise 
inaccessible) machinery and facilities 
inside the dam. 

N
ature

A high moor (marsh), at an altitude of 
about 2,040 meters (6,692 ft), with its own 
very distinctive vegetation. 

A major attraction at the Kawamata 
Onsen, the geyser erupts from the floor of 
the value once every 40 to 50 minutes. 
View the scene from the observation deck 
or from a bridge above the eruption.  

A beautiful ravine about 2-km (1¼) wide. 

Enjoy terrific views from the observation 
deck or the delightful suspension bridge.Activities

H
ot Springs

H
istory

Hundreds of snow houses 
(kamakura) are built and 
illuminated during this 
distinctive winter festival, which 
runs for almost three months, 
from January to March. Other 
events include sleigh riding 
and barbecues. 

Yunishikawa Onsen
■Foreign Exchange Rates (2014/10/24)

US Dollar  (USD US$)  
Euro Members, Euro (EUR €)  

Korean Won (KRW)
Hong Kong dollar (HKD  HK$)
Singapore Dollar (SGD)
China Yuan (CNY ￥) 
Taiwan New Dollar (TWD) 

110.83
140.74
185.25

11.7
16.36
90.51
19.34
4.05

106.87
135.04
168.95

105.03
132.74
161.25

8.7
11.5

78.85
15.94
3.05

CASH T/C CASH

Symbol（Sell rate →Yen） Symbol （Buy rate → Yen）

USD

GBP
KRW
HKD
SGD
CNY
TWD

Code Country & Currency

Oku

Ashio

Imaichi

Kinugawa
Kawaji

Yunishikawa
Kawamata
Okukinu
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Yunishikawa, Kawamata, 
Okukinu

Walk along the world’s longest 
tree-lined road, for a trip 
through old Japan.

Soba

Local Dishes
N

ature

Learn about the long history of 
the Ashio Copper Mine, and experience 
the splendor of the valley. 

N
ature

H
istory
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Visitors here in spring or early summer can observe many different 
plants in full bloom, including: Rhododendrons, mountain cherries, 
yamatsutsuji (azalea-like mountain plant), dogtooth violets, 

plateaus that extend to the base of the mountains, and the wonderful lakes—

great water and air, and its great hot 

offers more than excellent bath water; you 
also get the great views of mountain 
streams, and plenty of entertainment 

as a favored health spot since times of 

strong feelings as the place where the 

a future visit, keep in mind that you’ll 
enjoy your stay even more if you study up 
a little on the area, and learn some 

recommend at least two or three days, to give yourself enough time to visit and 

Maple

Japanese Cherry

KingfisherJapanese bush warbler

Contributor:
Hong Ja Kim (South Korea)

Contributor:
Zi Ling Nagashima (Taiwan) 

Contributor:
Nuan Xia Wang (China) 

Contributor:
Wynette Terpstra (USA)

favored by char, inland salmon, and 

home to many different varieties: inland 
sockeye salmon, rainbow trout, trout,  

Kawamata, among others, are stocked 

Inland sockeye salmon

Char

POWER RESORT. NIKKO POWER RESORT. NIKKO

together with its varied topologies and environments, support many 

take time to go out and commune with the multitude of life forms 

POWER
RESORT.
NIKKO

English edition

All-you-can-eat strawberries
Winter tochiotome strawberries are 
available from late December. These 
very high-class strawberries from 
Tochigi Prefecture are widely 
celebrated.

Theme Parks

Home to divinities of water and 
clear streams

Enjoy theme parks, river areas, 
and hot springs.

Kinugawa and Kawaji 
Rivers, Hot Springs, and Theme Parks

EDO WONDERLAND

Distinctive recreation of life in an Edo 
town. After entering through a checkpoint 
gate, you can walk through town streets, 
an inn area, a business area, samurai 
residences, and more. Along the way you 
will meet Edo townspeople, feudal lords, 
princesses, and ninja. 

A miniature park with more than one 

well-known buildings and historic relics. 
Populated with about 140,000 “miniature 
people.” 

Kinugawa Onsen

living room,” this onsen area draws 
more than 2 million tourists each year. 

area, receiving day trips from 
Japanese lords (daimyo) and priests.

Kawaji Onsen
Famous onsen situated near the merging 
of the Kinugawa and Ojikagawa Rivers, 
whose waters are said to heal wounds 
and burns, respectively. The town area 
hosts the Onade rock—a sexually 
suggestive stone said to promote fertility 
and easy childbirth. 

Kinugawa River Boat Rides 
The boatman skillfully 
steers the riverboat 
through the gorge, as you 
look out at bizarre rock 
formations. Or try rafting 
down the river for even 
more thrills.

Kinugawa River Rafting
You row together with your guide 
through beautiful natural 
surroundings!

Kinugawa River Canoeing
Safe and enjoyable for everyone, 
from little to kids to senior citizens.

A welcoming event held on 
autumn evenings, with the 
onsen area adorned with 
lights and flowers.
 (September) 
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between two intermountain hot springs: Kawaji 
Onsen and Kinugawa Onsen. This beautiful scene 
was formed about 22 million years ago as the flow 
of the Kinugawa River wore away volcanic rock 
that had been thrown up by undersea eruptions. 

the Kinugawa River. Walkers on the 
bridge enjoy a wonderful view of the 

green mountains. 

Tateiwa Suspension Bridge
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Quick Travel Information

Kinugawa and Kawaji
Yunishikawa, Kawamata, Okukinu

Imaichi

Ashio
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Inland sockeye salmon
If you’re going to eat in 

Inland sockeye salmon

Wetlands Recognized Under the Ramsar Convention

Home of lake, waterfall, and wetland 
deities

Large lakes, wetlands, beautiful 
waterfalls, fishing, winter skiing…!

Nature Resort Area

Yutaki Waterfall

Kegon Falls

Lake Yunoko

Let’s Eat! Lo
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s

Hiking Trout Fishing in Lake Yunoko and the Yukawa River
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Odashirogahara Marshland

Quick Travel Information
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World Cultural Treasure

One of numerous shrines that enshrine Tokugawa 
Ieyasu, first Shogun of the Edo Shogunate. The 

Japanese peace. (Now undergoing renovation 

shrines in the quiet of the evening, and 

(Now undergoing renovation work projected 

The Futarasan Shrine is dedicated to the three 

（Sacred 
） is part of the shrine, and retains its 

Shogun of the Tokugawa Shogunate. There are 

the magnificent Nitenmon Gate, and then 

Shrines are host to many 
seasonal celebrations

coming of Spring. The main event is a 

eight from the east community and five 
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Feel the Shogun Spirit. 

World Heritage Resort Area

Nikko
Home to divinities of water and clear streams

Rivers, Hot Springs, and Theme Parks

Kinugawa and Kawaji

Land of mountain spirits

Mountain Resort Area

Yunishikawa, Kawamata, Okukinu

Home of lake, waterfall, and wetland deities

Nature Resort Area

OkunikkoImaichi
Giant old trees & the spirit of renewal

Suginamiki Road Resort Area

Ashio
Where mountain gods shake the earth.

Ravine Resort Area
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Q

A

We’ve just arrived in Japan. 
How can we buy railway 
tickets for a long-distance ride? 

You may need to board a special express if you intend to travel a long 
distance by rail. You can purchase express tickets at the ticket office in 
most train stations. (JR ticket offices have a recognizable green motif, 
and are called midori no madoguchi—“green windows.”) If you are 

or from a travel agent.

Q
A

Is there someplace I can get English guidance 

translators are always on hand to assist foreign guests. Please feel 
free to visit the following Tourism Associations to be available in foreign 
language pamphlets.

Q
A

What should I do if I get sick in Japan?

http://amda-imic.com/modules/activity/index.php?content_id=13
AMDA International Medical Information Center

Tokyo Center TEL.03-5285-8088

If you are here on a tour, speak with your tour guide or contact the tour 
company in accordance with their contact policy. If you are someone 
tasked with helping a foreigner—for example, if you are a health-care 
professional, an employer of foreigners, or a staff member at local 
government support agency—feel free to call the Association of 

on your own through Japan.

Every day
Mon, Wed, Fri

Wednesday
Thursday

  9:00-17:00
  9:00-17:00
13:00-17:00
13:00-17:00

Portuguese
Filipino

Vietnamese

Day Hours Available Languages

Contact

POWER RESORT. NIKKO

Nikk  Tourism Help Guide
Feel free to contact us if you have travel-related problems or questions. 
We are ready with information about sightseeing routes, hot springs, 
eateries, and out-of-the-way places. We are here to serve.

If you need guidance while traveling in Japan…

Free “Strolling NIKKO” 
sightseeing and navigation 
app runs on smartphones 
and tablets. Use QR code 
to obtain free download!

android ios

Taira-family Food
Enjoy local river fish, local game 
(deer, bear, and Asian salamander), 
carefully cooked over a sunken 
hearth. 

Land of mountain spirits

Deep in the mountains!

Mountain Resort Area

Heike Village
This exhibit illustrates the lifestyle of the Taira clan after their defeat by the 
Minamotos. It includes statuary of priest Kiyomori and the famous clan member 
Atsumori, images of youth going out to battle Ichinotani, and more. 

Kawamata Onsen
Situated upstream of the Lake Kawamata, the onsen is set amidst mountains, 
with its waters flowing through vertical rock faces and around large rocks. Enjoy 
a secluded soak while looking out at the stunning natural scene around you. 

Yasuragi-no-Mori Nature Park
Located in a deep green virgin forest, 
the park includes a campground and 
a “four-seasons” nature center. A 
great place to rest and reestablish 
your bond with Nature. 

Kinu–numa 

Geysers 

Local Dishes

Amphibious Bus (Yunishikawa)
Take this unusual bus for a ride on 
the river, and visit the (otherwise 
inaccessible) machinery and facilities 
inside the dam. 

N
ature

A high moor (marsh), at an altitude of 
about 2,040 meters (6,692 ft), with its own 
very distinctive vegetation. 

A major attraction at the Kawamata 
Onsen, the geyser erupts from the floor of 
the value once every 40 to 50 minutes. 
View the scene from the observation deck 
or from a bridge above the eruption.  

A beautiful ravine about 2-km (1¼) wide. 

Enjoy terrific views from the observation 
deck or the delightful suspension bridge.Activities

H
ot Springs

H
istory

Hundreds of snow houses 
(kamakura) are built and 
illuminated during this 
distinctive winter festival, which 
runs for almost three months, 
from January to March. Other 
events include sleigh riding 
and barbecues. 

Yunishikawa Onsen
■Foreign Exchange Rates (2014/10/24)

US Dollar  (USD US$)  
Euro Members, Euro (EUR €)  

Korean Won (KRW)
Hong Kong dollar (HKD  HK$)
Singapore Dollar (SGD)
China Yuan (CNY ￥) 
Taiwan New Dollar (TWD) 

110.83
140.74
185.25

11.7
16.36
90.51
19.34
4.05

106.87
135.04
168.95

105.03
132.74
161.25

8.7
11.5

78.85
15.94
3.05

CASH T/C CASH

Symbol（Sell rate →Yen） Symbol （Buy rate → Yen）

USD

GBP
KRW
HKD
SGD
CNY
TWD

Code Country & Currency

Oku

Ashio

Imaichi

Kinugawa
Kawaji

Yunishikawa
Kawamata
Okukinu
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Yunishikawa, Kawamata, 
Okukinu

Walk along the world’s longest 
tree-lined road, for a trip 
through old Japan.

Soba

Local Dishes
N

ature

Learn about the long history of 
the Ashio Copper Mine, and experience 
the splendor of the valley. 

N
ature

H
istory
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Visitors here in spring or early summer can observe many different 
plants in full bloom, including: Rhododendrons, mountain cherries, 
yamatsutsuji (azalea-like mountain plant), dogtooth violets, 

plateaus that extend to the base of the mountains, and the wonderful lakes—

great water and air, and its great hot 

offers more than excellent bath water; you 
also get the great views of mountain 
streams, and plenty of entertainment 

as a favored health spot since times of 

strong feelings as the place where the 

a future visit, keep in mind that you’ll 
enjoy your stay even more if you study up 
a little on the area, and learn some 

recommend at least two or three days, to give yourself enough time to visit and 

Maple

Japanese Cherry

KingfisherJapanese bush warbler

Contributor:
Hong Ja Kim (South Korea)

Contributor:
Zi Ling Nagashima (Taiwan) 

Contributor:
Nuan Xia Wang (China) 

Contributor:
Wynette Terpstra (USA)

favored by char, inland salmon, and 

home to many different varieties: inland 
sockeye salmon, rainbow trout, trout,  

Kawamata, among others, are stocked 

Inland sockeye salmon

Char

POWER RESORT. NIKKO POWER RESORT. NIKKO

together with its varied topologies and environments, support many 

take time to go out and commune with the multitude of life forms 

POWER
RESORT.
NIKKO

English edition

All-you-can-eat strawberries
Winter tochiotome strawberries are 
available from late December. These 
very high-class strawberries from 
Tochigi Prefecture are widely 
celebrated.

Theme Parks

Home to divinities of water and 
clear streams

Enjoy theme parks, river areas, 
and hot springs.

Kinugawa and Kawaji 
Rivers, Hot Springs, and Theme Parks

EDO WONDERLAND

Distinctive recreation of life in an Edo 
town. After entering through a checkpoint 
gate, you can walk through town streets, 
an inn area, a business area, samurai 
residences, and more. Along the way you 
will meet Edo townspeople, feudal lords, 
princesses, and ninja. 

A miniature park with more than one 

well-known buildings and historic relics. 
Populated with about 140,000 “miniature 
people.” 

Kinugawa Onsen

living room,” this onsen area draws 
more than 2 million tourists each year. 

area, receiving day trips from 
Japanese lords (daimyo) and priests.

Kawaji Onsen
Famous onsen situated near the merging 
of the Kinugawa and Ojikagawa Rivers, 
whose waters are said to heal wounds 
and burns, respectively. The town area 
hosts the Onade rock—a sexually 
suggestive stone said to promote fertility 
and easy childbirth. 

Kinugawa River Boat Rides 
The boatman skillfully 
steers the riverboat 
through the gorge, as you 
look out at bizarre rock 
formations. Or try rafting 
down the river for even 
more thrills.

Kinugawa River Rafting
You row together with your guide 
through beautiful natural 
surroundings!

Kinugawa River Canoeing
Safe and enjoyable for everyone, 
from little to kids to senior citizens.

A welcoming event held on 
autumn evenings, with the 
onsen area adorned with 
lights and flowers.
 (September) 
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between two intermountain hot springs: Kawaji 
Onsen and Kinugawa Onsen. This beautiful scene 
was formed about 22 million years ago as the flow 
of the Kinugawa River wore away volcanic rock 
that had been thrown up by undersea eruptions. 

the Kinugawa River. Walkers on the 
bridge enjoy a wonderful view of the 

green mountains. 

Tateiwa Suspension Bridge
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Quick Travel Information

Kinugawa and Kawaji
Yunishikawa, Kawamata, Okukinu

Imaichi

Ashio
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7.1-18.7
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2.4-12.2
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Inland sockeye salmon
If you’re going to eat in 

Inland sockeye salmon

Wetlands Recognized Under the Ramsar Convention

Home of lake, waterfall, and wetland 
deities

Large lakes, wetlands, beautiful 
waterfalls, fishing, winter skiing…!

Nature Resort Area

Yutaki Waterfall

Kegon Falls

Lake Yunoko

Let’s Eat! Lo
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s

Hiking Trout Fishing in Lake Yunoko and the Yukawa River
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Odashirogahara Marshland

Quick Travel Information
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World Cultural Treasure

One of numerous shrines that enshrine Tokugawa 
Ieyasu, first Shogun of the Edo Shogunate. The 

Japanese peace. (Now undergoing renovation 

shrines in the quiet of the evening, and 

(Now undergoing renovation work projected 

The Futarasan Shrine is dedicated to the three 

（Sacred 
） is part of the shrine, and retains its 

Shogun of the Tokugawa Shogunate. There are 

the magnificent Nitenmon Gate, and then 

Shrines are host to many 
seasonal celebrations

coming of Spring. The main event is a 

eight from the east community and five 
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Feel the Shogun Spirit. 

World Heritage Resort Area

Nikko
Home to divinities of water and clear streams

Rivers, Hot Springs, and Theme Parks

Kinugawa and Kawaji

Land of mountain spirits

Mountain Resort Area

Yunishikawa, Kawamata, Okukinu

Home of lake, waterfall, and wetland deities

Nature Resort Area

OkunikkoImaichi
Giant old trees & the spirit of renewal

Suginamiki Road Resort Area

Ashio
Where mountain gods shake the earth.

Ravine Resort Area
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Q

A

We’ve just arrived in Japan. 
How can we buy railway 
tickets for a long-distance ride? 

You may need to board a special express if you intend to travel a long 
distance by rail. You can purchase express tickets at the ticket office in 
most train stations. (JR ticket offices have a recognizable green motif, 
and are called midori no madoguchi—“green windows.”) If you are 

or from a travel agent.

Q
A

Is there someplace I can get English guidance 

translators are always on hand to assist foreign guests. Please feel 
free to visit the following Tourism Associations to be available in foreign 
language pamphlets.

Q
A

What should I do if I get sick in Japan?

http://amda-imic.com/modules/activity/index.php?content_id=13
AMDA International Medical Information Center

Tokyo Center TEL.03-5285-8088

If you are here on a tour, speak with your tour guide or contact the tour 
company in accordance with their contact policy. If you are someone 
tasked with helping a foreigner—for example, if you are a health-care 
professional, an employer of foreigners, or a staff member at local 
government support agency—feel free to call the Association of 

on your own through Japan.

Every day
Mon, Wed, Fri

Wednesday
Thursday

  9:00-17:00
  9:00-17:00
13:00-17:00
13:00-17:00

Portuguese
Filipino

Vietnamese

Day Hours Available Languages

Contact

POWER RESORT. NIKKO

Nikk  Tourism Help Guide
Feel free to contact us if you have travel-related problems or questions. 
We are ready with information about sightseeing routes, hot springs, 
eateries, and out-of-the-way places. We are here to serve.

If you need guidance while traveling in Japan…

Free “Strolling NIKKO” 
sightseeing and navigation 
app runs on smartphones 
and tablets. Use QR code 
to obtain free download!

android ios

Taira-family Food
Enjoy local river fish, local game 
(deer, bear, and Asian salamander), 
carefully cooked over a sunken 
hearth. 

Land of mountain spirits

Deep in the mountains!

Mountain Resort Area

Heike Village
This exhibit illustrates the lifestyle of the Taira clan after their defeat by the 
Minamotos. It includes statuary of priest Kiyomori and the famous clan member 
Atsumori, images of youth going out to battle Ichinotani, and more. 

Kawamata Onsen
Situated upstream of the Lake Kawamata, the onsen is set amidst mountains, 
with its waters flowing through vertical rock faces and around large rocks. Enjoy 
a secluded soak while looking out at the stunning natural scene around you. 

Yasuragi-no-Mori Nature Park
Located in a deep green virgin forest, 
the park includes a campground and 
a “four-seasons” nature center. A 
great place to rest and reestablish 
your bond with Nature. 

Kinu–numa 

Geysers 

Local Dishes

Amphibious Bus (Yunishikawa)
Take this unusual bus for a ride on 
the river, and visit the (otherwise 
inaccessible) machinery and facilities 
inside the dam. 

N
ature

A high moor (marsh), at an altitude of 
about 2,040 meters (6,692 ft), with its own 
very distinctive vegetation. 

A major attraction at the Kawamata 
Onsen, the geyser erupts from the floor of 
the value once every 40 to 50 minutes. 
View the scene from the observation deck 
or from a bridge above the eruption.  

A beautiful ravine about 2-km (1¼) wide. 

Enjoy terrific views from the observation 
deck or the delightful suspension bridge.Activities

H
ot Springs

H
istory

Hundreds of snow houses 
(kamakura) are built and 
illuminated during this 
distinctive winter festival, which 
runs for almost three months, 
from January to March. Other 
events include sleigh riding 
and barbecues. 

Yunishikawa Onsen
■Foreign Exchange Rates (2014/10/24)

US Dollar  (USD US$)  
Euro Members, Euro (EUR €)  

Korean Won (KRW)
Hong Kong dollar (HKD  HK$)
Singapore Dollar (SGD)
China Yuan (CNY ￥) 
Taiwan New Dollar (TWD) 

110.83
140.74
185.25

11.7
16.36
90.51
19.34
4.05

106.87
135.04
168.95

105.03
132.74
161.25

8.7
11.5

78.85
15.94
3.05

CASH T/C CASH

Symbol（Sell rate →Yen） Symbol （Buy rate → Yen）

USD

GBP
KRW
HKD
SGD
CNY
TWD

Code Country & Currency

Oku

Ashio

Imaichi

Kinugawa
Kawaji

Yunishikawa
Kawamata
Okukinu

POWER RESORT. NIKKO

Yunishikawa, Kawamata, 
Okukinu

Walk along the world’s longest 
tree-lined road, for a trip 
through old Japan.

Soba

Local Dishes
N

ature

Learn about the long history of 
the Ashio Copper Mine, and experience 
the splendor of the valley. 

N
ature

H
istory
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Visitors here in spring or early summer can observe many different 
plants in full bloom, including: Rhododendrons, mountain cherries, 
yamatsutsuji (azalea-like mountain plant), dogtooth violets, 

plateaus that extend to the base of the mountains, and the wonderful lakes—

great water and air, and its great hot 

offers more than excellent bath water; you 
also get the great views of mountain 
streams, and plenty of entertainment 

as a favored health spot since times of 

strong feelings as the place where the 

a future visit, keep in mind that you’ll 
enjoy your stay even more if you study up 
a little on the area, and learn some 

recommend at least two or three days, to give yourself enough time to visit and 

Maple

Japanese Cherry

KingfisherJapanese bush warbler

Contributor:
Hong Ja Kim (South Korea)

Contributor:
Zi Ling Nagashima (Taiwan) 

Contributor:
Nuan Xia Wang (China) 

Contributor:
Wynette Terpstra (USA)

favored by char, inland salmon, and 

home to many different varieties: inland 
sockeye salmon, rainbow trout, trout,  

Kawamata, among others, are stocked 

Inland sockeye salmon

Char

POWER RESORT. NIKKO POWER RESORT. NIKKO

together with its varied topologies and environments, support many 

take time to go out and commune with the multitude of life forms 

POWER
RESORT.
NIKKO

English edition

All-you-can-eat strawberries
Winter tochiotome strawberries are 
available from late December. These 
very high-class strawberries from 
Tochigi Prefecture are widely 
celebrated.

Theme Parks

Home to divinities of water and 
clear streams

Enjoy theme parks, river areas, 
and hot springs.

Kinugawa and Kawaji 
Rivers, Hot Springs, and Theme Parks

EDO WONDERLAND

Distinctive recreation of life in an Edo 
town. After entering through a checkpoint 
gate, you can walk through town streets, 
an inn area, a business area, samurai 
residences, and more. Along the way you 
will meet Edo townspeople, feudal lords, 
princesses, and ninja. 

A miniature park with more than one 

well-known buildings and historic relics. 
Populated with about 140,000 “miniature 
people.” 

Kinugawa Onsen

living room,” this onsen area draws 
more than 2 million tourists each year. 

area, receiving day trips from 
Japanese lords (daimyo) and priests.

Kawaji Onsen
Famous onsen situated near the merging 
of the Kinugawa and Ojikagawa Rivers, 
whose waters are said to heal wounds 
and burns, respectively. The town area 
hosts the Onade rock—a sexually 
suggestive stone said to promote fertility 
and easy childbirth. 

Kinugawa River Boat Rides 
The boatman skillfully 
steers the riverboat 
through the gorge, as you 
look out at bizarre rock 
formations. Or try rafting 
down the river for even 
more thrills.

Kinugawa River Rafting
You row together with your guide 
through beautiful natural 
surroundings!

Kinugawa River Canoeing
Safe and enjoyable for everyone, 
from little to kids to senior citizens.

A welcoming event held on 
autumn evenings, with the 
onsen area adorned with 
lights and flowers.
 (September) 
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between two intermountain hot springs: Kawaji 
Onsen and Kinugawa Onsen. This beautiful scene 
was formed about 22 million years ago as the flow 
of the Kinugawa River wore away volcanic rock 
that had been thrown up by undersea eruptions. 

the Kinugawa River. Walkers on the 
bridge enjoy a wonderful view of the 

green mountains. 

Tateiwa Suspension Bridge
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Quick Travel Information

Kinugawa and Kawaji
Yunishikawa, Kawamata, Okukinu

Imaichi

Ashio

–- –0.1
–1.7-2.8

1.4-4.58.4-20.2
7.1-18.7

17.4-22.0
21.0-25.5

2.4-12.2

Jan. to Mar.Apr. to JuneJuly to Sept.Oct. to Dec.

[ Unit : 

Yunishikawa
Kawamata
Okukinu

Oku

Ashio

Imaichi

Kinugawa
Kawaji 
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Inland sockeye salmon
If you’re going to eat in 

Inland sockeye salmon

Wetlands Recognized Under the Ramsar Convention

Home of lake, waterfall, and wetland 
deities

Large lakes, wetlands, beautiful 
waterfalls, fishing, winter skiing…!

Nature Resort Area

Yutaki Waterfall

Kegon Falls

Lake Yunoko

Let’s Eat! Lo
ca

l D
is
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s

Hiking Trout Fishing in Lake Yunoko and the Yukawa River
N
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Odashirogahara Marshland

Quick Travel Information
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World Cultural Treasure

One of numerous shrines that enshrine Tokugawa 
Ieyasu, first Shogun of the Edo Shogunate. The 

Japanese peace. (Now undergoing renovation 

shrines in the quiet of the evening, and 

(Now undergoing renovation work projected 

The Futarasan Shrine is dedicated to the three 

（Sacred 
） is part of the shrine, and retains its 

Shogun of the Tokugawa Shogunate. There are 

the magnificent Nitenmon Gate, and then 

Shrines are host to many 
seasonal celebrations

coming of Spring. The main event is a 

eight from the east community and five 
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Feel the Shogun Spirit. 

World Heritage Resort Area

Nikko
Home to divinities of water and clear streams

Rivers, Hot Springs, and Theme Parks

Kinugawa and Kawaji

Land of mountain spirits

Mountain Resort Area

Yunishikawa, Kawamata, Okukinu

Home of lake, waterfall, and wetland deities

Nature Resort Area

OkunikkoImaichi
Giant old trees & the spirit of renewal

Suginamiki Road Resort Area

Ashio
Where mountain gods shake the earth.

Ravine Resort Area
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Q

A

We’ve just arrived in Japan. 
How can we buy railway 
tickets for a long-distance ride? 

You may need to board a special express if you intend to travel a long 
distance by rail. You can purchase express tickets at the ticket office in 
most train stations. (JR ticket offices have a recognizable green motif, 
and are called midori no madoguchi—“green windows.”) If you are 

or from a travel agent.

Q
A

Is there someplace I can get English guidance 

translators are always on hand to assist foreign guests. Please feel 
free to visit the following Tourism Associations to be available in foreign 
language pamphlets.

Q
A

What should I do if I get sick in Japan?

http://amda-imic.com/modules/activity/index.php?content_id=13
AMDA International Medical Information Center

Tokyo Center TEL.03-5285-8088

If you are here on a tour, speak with your tour guide or contact the tour 
company in accordance with their contact policy. If you are someone 
tasked with helping a foreigner—for example, if you are a health-care 
professional, an employer of foreigners, or a staff member at local 
government support agency—feel free to call the Association of 

on your own through Japan.

Every day
Mon, Wed, Fri

Wednesday
Thursday

  9:00-17:00
  9:00-17:00
13:00-17:00
13:00-17:00

Portuguese
Filipino

Vietnamese

Day Hours Available Languages

Contact

POWER RESORT. NIKKO

Nikk  Tourism Help Guide
Feel free to contact us if you have travel-related problems or questions. 
We are ready with information about sightseeing routes, hot springs, 
eateries, and out-of-the-way places. We are here to serve.

If you need guidance while traveling in Japan…

Free “Strolling NIKKO” 
sightseeing and navigation 
app runs on smartphones 
and tablets. Use QR code 
to obtain free download!

android ios

Taira-family Food
Enjoy local river fish, local game 
(deer, bear, and Asian salamander), 
carefully cooked over a sunken 
hearth. 

Land of mountain spirits

Deep in the mountains!

Mountain Resort Area

Heike Village
This exhibit illustrates the lifestyle of the Taira clan after their defeat by the 
Minamotos. It includes statuary of priest Kiyomori and the famous clan member 
Atsumori, images of youth going out to battle Ichinotani, and more. 

Kawamata Onsen
Situated upstream of the Lake Kawamata, the onsen is set amidst mountains, 
with its waters flowing through vertical rock faces and around large rocks. Enjoy 
a secluded soak while looking out at the stunning natural scene around you. 

Yasuragi-no-Mori Nature Park
Located in a deep green virgin forest, 
the park includes a campground and 
a “four-seasons” nature center. A 
great place to rest and reestablish 
your bond with Nature. 

Kinu–numa 

Geysers 

Local Dishes

Amphibious Bus (Yunishikawa)
Take this unusual bus for a ride on 
the river, and visit the (otherwise 
inaccessible) machinery and facilities 
inside the dam. 

N
ature

A high moor (marsh), at an altitude of 
about 2,040 meters (6,692 ft), with its own 
very distinctive vegetation. 

A major attraction at the Kawamata 
Onsen, the geyser erupts from the floor of 
the value once every 40 to 50 minutes. 
View the scene from the observation deck 
or from a bridge above the eruption.  

A beautiful ravine about 2-km (1¼) wide. 

Enjoy terrific views from the observation 
deck or the delightful suspension bridge.Activities

H
ot Springs

H
istory

Hundreds of snow houses 
(kamakura) are built and 
illuminated during this 
distinctive winter festival, which 
runs for almost three months, 
from January to March. Other 
events include sleigh riding 
and barbecues. 

Yunishikawa Onsen
■Foreign Exchange Rates (2014/10/24)

US Dollar  (USD US$)  
Euro Members, Euro (EUR €)  

Korean Won (KRW)
Hong Kong dollar (HKD  HK$)
Singapore Dollar (SGD)
China Yuan (CNY ￥) 
Taiwan New Dollar (TWD) 

110.83
140.74
185.25

11.7
16.36
90.51
19.34
4.05

106.87
135.04
168.95

105.03
132.74
161.25

8.7
11.5

78.85
15.94
3.05

CASH T/C CASH

Symbol（Sell rate →Yen） Symbol （Buy rate → Yen）

USD

GBP
KRW
HKD
SGD
CNY
TWD

Code Country & Currency

Oku

Ashio

Imaichi

Kinugawa
Kawaji

Yunishikawa
Kawamata
Okukinu
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Yunishikawa, Kawamata, 
Okukinu

Walk along the world’s longest 
tree-lined road, for a trip 
through old Japan.

Soba

Local Dishes
N

ature

Learn about the long history of 
the Ashio Copper Mine, and experience 
the splendor of the valley. 

N
ature

H
istory
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Visitors here in spring or early summer can observe many different 
plants in full bloom, including: Rhododendrons, mountain cherries, 
yamatsutsuji (azalea-like mountain plant), dogtooth violets, 

plateaus that extend to the base of the mountains, and the wonderful lakes—

great water and air, and its great hot 

offers more than excellent bath water; you 
also get the great views of mountain 
streams, and plenty of entertainment 

as a favored health spot since times of 

strong feelings as the place where the 

a future visit, keep in mind that you’ll 
enjoy your stay even more if you study up 
a little on the area, and learn some 

recommend at least two or three days, to give yourself enough time to visit and 

Maple

Japanese Cherry

KingfisherJapanese bush warbler

Contributor:
Hong Ja Kim (South Korea)

Contributor:
Zi Ling Nagashima (Taiwan) 

Contributor:
Nuan Xia Wang (China) 

Contributor:
Wynette Terpstra (USA)

favored by char, inland salmon, and 

home to many different varieties: inland 
sockeye salmon, rainbow trout, trout,  

Kawamata, among others, are stocked 

Inland sockeye salmon

Char
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together with its varied topologies and environments, support many 

take time to go out and commune with the multitude of life forms 
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English edition

All-you-can-eat strawberries
Winter tochiotome strawberries are 
available from late December. These 
very high-class strawberries from 
Tochigi Prefecture are widely 
celebrated.

Theme Parks

Home to divinities of water and 
clear streams

Enjoy theme parks, river areas, 
and hot springs.

Kinugawa and Kawaji 
Rivers, Hot Springs, and Theme Parks

EDO WONDERLAND

Distinctive recreation of life in an Edo 
town. After entering through a checkpoint 
gate, you can walk through town streets, 
an inn area, a business area, samurai 
residences, and more. Along the way you 
will meet Edo townspeople, feudal lords, 
princesses, and ninja. 

A miniature park with more than one 

well-known buildings and historic relics. 
Populated with about 140,000 “miniature 
people.” 

Kinugawa Onsen

living room,” this onsen area draws 
more than 2 million tourists each year. 

area, receiving day trips from 
Japanese lords (daimyo) and priests.

Kawaji Onsen
Famous onsen situated near the merging 
of the Kinugawa and Ojikagawa Rivers, 
whose waters are said to heal wounds 
and burns, respectively. The town area 
hosts the Onade rock—a sexually 
suggestive stone said to promote fertility 
and easy childbirth. 

Kinugawa River Boat Rides 
The boatman skillfully 
steers the riverboat 
through the gorge, as you 
look out at bizarre rock 
formations. Or try rafting 
down the river for even 
more thrills.

Kinugawa River Rafting
You row together with your guide 
through beautiful natural 
surroundings!

Kinugawa River Canoeing
Safe and enjoyable for everyone, 
from little to kids to senior citizens.

A welcoming event held on 
autumn evenings, with the 
onsen area adorned with 
lights and flowers.
 (September) 
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between two intermountain hot springs: Kawaji 
Onsen and Kinugawa Onsen. This beautiful scene 
was formed about 22 million years ago as the flow 
of the Kinugawa River wore away volcanic rock 
that had been thrown up by undersea eruptions. 

the Kinugawa River. Walkers on the 
bridge enjoy a wonderful view of the 

green mountains. 

Tateiwa Suspension Bridge
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Quick Travel Information

Kinugawa and Kawaji
Yunishikawa, Kawamata, Okukinu

Imaichi

Ashio

–- –0.1
–1.7-2.8

1.4-4.58.4-20.2
7.1-18.7

17.4-22.0
21.0-25.5

2.4-12.2

Jan. to Mar.Apr. to JuneJuly to Sept.Oct. to Dec.

[ Unit : 

Yunishikawa
Kawamata
Okukinu

Oku

Ashio

Imaichi

Kinugawa
Kawaji 
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Inland sockeye salmon
If you’re going to eat in 

Inland sockeye salmon

Wetlands Recognized Under the Ramsar Convention

Home of lake, waterfall, and wetland 
deities

Large lakes, wetlands, beautiful 
waterfalls, fishing, winter skiing…!

Nature Resort Area

Yutaki Waterfall

Kegon Falls

Lake Yunoko

Let’s Eat! Lo
ca
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is
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s

Hiking Trout Fishing in Lake Yunoko and the Yukawa River
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Odashirogahara Marshland

Quick Travel Information
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World Cultural Treasure

One of numerous shrines that enshrine Tokugawa 
Ieyasu, first Shogun of the Edo Shogunate. The 

Japanese peace. (Now undergoing renovation 

shrines in the quiet of the evening, and 

(Now undergoing renovation work projected 

The Futarasan Shrine is dedicated to the three 

（Sacred 
） is part of the shrine, and retains its 

Shogun of the Tokugawa Shogunate. There are 

the magnificent Nitenmon Gate, and then 

Shrines are host to many 
seasonal celebrations

coming of Spring. The main event is a 

eight from the east community and five 
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Kinugawa
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Okukinu
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Imaichi
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Feel the Shogun Spirit. 

World Heritage Resort Area

Nikko
Home to divinities of water and clear streams

Rivers, Hot Springs, and Theme Parks

Kinugawa and Kawaji

Land of mountain spirits

Mountain Resort Area

Yunishikawa, Kawamata, Okukinu

Home of lake, waterfall, and wetland deities

Nature Resort Area

OkunikkoImaichi
Giant old trees & the spirit of renewal

Suginamiki Road Resort Area

Ashio
Where mountain gods shake the earth.

Ravine Resort Area
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